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AVOICE For The Children

Fellmeth's institute
takes up battle
for the children
By Jacqueline Genovese

"We are barbarians. Our civilization
will be condemned as the most barbaric
of humankind."
Robe rt Fellmeth, law professor and
director of USD's Center for Public Interest Law, is fed up with this nation's indifference to the suffering o f the world 's
children. And he's nor afraid to let people know.
"Future generations will look back on
us the same way we look back on the
Germans and Auschwitz and Buchenwald," he adds.
Seated in a clutcered office, the bearlike Fellmeth literally rises from his chair
as he ra.lks about the subject nearest to
his heart - c hildren. More specifically,
their health and safety.
"Each week 250,000 children die
world-wide," he says, throwing his arms
up in the air. " In six months, more
c hildren die more painfully than the
deaths that occurred dur ing the
Holocaust; one month produces more
deaths than the soldiers we lost in World
Wars l, II, Korea and Vietnam."
Sleeves pushed up to his elbows and
loosened tie lying forlo rnly on his
wrinkled shirt, Fellmeth pounds his desk
for emphasis: " We have the resources,
the knowledge and the power to relieve
c hildren's suffe ring. And yet we do
nothing. Or act marginally. What is
frustrating is that two-thirds of.them are
dying fro m dehydration or diseases
easily prevented - ho urs away from us,
while we all conspicuously consume."
Leaning forward, his voice increasing
in intensity, Fellmeth explains why his
frus tration has piqued .
"Every other group in society is
organized to represent itself. We've
horizontalized society. Lawyers have

their own interest groups. So do doctors,
acco untants and hospira.l administrators.
Even non-profit groups - the elderly,
minori ti es - are organized and
represented , usually by those within the
group.
"But w ho represents the children?"
The question linge rs in the air as he
adds quietly, "This has bothered me for
a long time."
Fellmeth addressed his lifelong concern eight years ago when he included
funding fo r a Children's Advocacy Institute in a proposal to establish the
Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL).
But while the Center itself was funded
in 1980 - to serve as a public monitor
o f the regulatory functions of state
government - the children's institute
went penniless.
So for most of this decade Fellmeth
has scrambled to find financing for his
dream.
In September of 1988, that dream partially cam e true. The Weingart Foundation awarded the Harvard law graduate
a $409,000, two-year grant to c reate the

California Children's Advocacy Institute
(CalCAI).
Fellmeth's institute - manned by a
small staff and law student interns now will wage the battle for the health
and safety of California's children - and
Fellmeth hopes to eventually expand into the international arena.
"Everyone has a place in their heart
for children. But that doesn't mean a
thing when policy is decided," he explains. "Money, organization and control
of information is involved - not sentiment. Children have few representatives,
so their health and safety issues are often
neglected when public policy is decided ."
Fellmeth hopes to make it difficult for
(please see page 2)
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Fellmeth's institute

(continued from page I)

policymakers to neglect c hildren's issues
in the future.
"We will be in people's faces constantly," he says, green eyes alight. "Through
the media, in print, on the radio, through
documentaries, we will be jamming it in
the faces of those who allocate o ur
resources. It should be harder for people to avoid their own judgment if they
are confronted with the consequences
of their choices every day."
Fellmeth believes the first ste p in the
battle for children's health is to "build on
the current assets CPIL has, and go into
California regulatory law, where we have
a successful track record."
That successful track record has been
built over the nine-year life of the Center
and some 20 advocacy projec ts, ranging
fro m remedies for California's sunshine
laws to creation o f the nation's secondlargest utility ratepayer o rganization.
More recently, the record was enhanced with Fellmeth's 1987 appointment as
state Bar Discipline Monitor by Atto rney
General John Van de Kamp.
The Bar Monitor has the investigative
powers of the Attorney General and is
empowered to recommend reforms to
w hat Fellmeth feels is the State Bar's
" much maligned sys te m for the
discipline of errant attorneys." Thus fa r,
he has seen two landmark bills passed:
Senate Bill 1498 (Presley) - which he
substantially drafted, and Assembly Bill
4391 (Brown). He believes that these
new laws. signed in August by Governor
Deukmejian , will create a model administrative system for attorney discipline.
Fellmeth h opes to implement the
same type of change in the regulation of
children's health and safety issues. "For
example, everyone knows child care is
inadequate. We w ill look at the lack of
insurance coverage for day care centers,
w hich is a real problem for them ," he explains. "We would like to expand the services available while maintaining a certain quality level."
A smile tugging at his lips, Fellmeth
continues, "With a little imagination and
knowledge of regulatory law, a lot can
happen."
Indeed . During Fellmeth's career as a
public interest advocate, "a lot" has happened. One of seven students recruited
by Ralph Nader in 1968, Fellmeth and
three of his colleagues earned the label
"Nader's Raiders" w hen they compiled
a bliste ring report on the Federal Trade
Commissio n , whic h led to reform
legislation. A subsequent report on the
Inters tate Commerce Commission
helped reform trucking regulation.

During the five years he worked w ith
Nader, Fellmeth also h elped w rite the
controversial "Politics o f Land" report,
a 1973 attack on Califo rnia land use. He
also served as a major recruiter and fundraiser, and as a director of the Nader Congress Project, w hich p roduced detailed
profiles on every member of Congress
in 1972.
Before coming to USD in 1979 ,
Fellme th worked as a depu ty district attorney in San Diego, handling a variety
of consumer-oriented white-collar crime
cases and creating the nation's fi rst antitrust unit out o f a district attorney's o ffice. He prosecuted 22 antitrust matters
an d antitrust cases. Among those cases
was the landmark 1981 decision that
struc k down the sales commission practices for California realtors as a form of
price fixing.
In the early 1980s he was appointed
chair of California's Athletic Commission
and wrote the first disability-pension
plan for boxers ever to be implemented.
And Fellmeth plans to tackle this current challenge the sam e way h e has
tackled past c hallenges. " With hard
work. By doing our homework. We're

going to cover all of our bases and leave
no stone unturned - to use two cliches
in o ne se ntence! To change policy you
need bulldog tenacity," he says. "We will
have the bulldog tenacity to go in there
and try two, tliree, four times. In the past,
w here we have succeeded, it's been on
the third o r fourth try."
Starting in February, Fellm eth and his
staff will apply that tenacity to CalCAl's
firs t three p rojects: a study of state
government organization in the provision o f c hild health services; a c hild
abuse pilot pro ject (focusing o n the
detection o f child abuse) and child care
service regu lation and insuran ce provisio n needs.
"It will be at least three years before
we can expect to have a measurable impact," he admits, "and even longer before
there is an internatio nal flavor to tile program. The ultimate goal is to c reate an
International Childre n's Advocacy Insti tute."
P'Jusing briefly, he says softly, " I can 't
think o f anything that would be more
valuable to invest o ur time and research
in than the world 's children."

"Everyone has a place in their heart for children.
But that doesn't mean a thing when policy is
decided ... their health and safety issues are often
neglected when
public policy
is decided.''

Robert Fellmeth
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DEAN'S REPORT:

Transition
To A
New
Beginning

N

Grant H. Morris

ineteen eighty-eight will be remembered
as a year of great change for the
University of San Diego School of Law. In the
fall of 1987, Dean Sheldon Krantz surprised
the faculty when he announced that he
would step down as dean at the end of the
spring 1988 semester. The energy and innovative programming that were hallmarks of
Sheldon's deanship would be transferred to
new leadership as Sheldon looked forward to
a long overdue sabbatical and work on his
book, tentatively entitled The Future of the
Legal Profession.
Sheldon's seven-year tenure as dean more
than doubled the length of time that the
average law school dean spends in office. The
University of San Diego has been blessed by
the lengthy terms of its last three law school
deans: Joe Sinclitico, seven years, Donald
Weckstein, nine years, and Sheldon Krantz,
seven years. The stability of a lengthy deanship allowed each dean to implement new
programs, freeing the facuity to focus its
energies on teaching and scholarly activities.
Thus, when Sheldon announced his
resignation from the deanship, many faculty
members were apprehensive about the uncertainty that accompanies the search for a new
dean. We were apprehensive, as well, at the
timing of Sheldon's departure - in the midst
of a $6.2 million campaign to finance the
construction of an addition to and renovation
of the Law Library. This project, to create a
Legal Research Center capable of serving our
students and the legal community well into
the 21st century, is the largest fund-raising
campaign in the history of the Law School.
This truly is a year of transition for the
University of San Diego School of Law. As I

report below, this has also been a year of
great progress.

STRENGTHENING OUR ACADEMIC PROGRAM

Within the last year, the law faculty has
responded to concerns raised regarding the
quality of our instructional program. Most
USO students take the California Bar Examination upon graduation from law school.
While our graduates pass the bar at a rate exceeding the state average, the overall success
rate of our graduates has declined in the last
few years.
Further, statistics reveal there is an overwhelming correlation between success on
law school examinations and success on the
California Bar Examination. In the 1982-1987
graduating classes, 89 .5 percent of USO law
students who graduated in the top 40 percent
of their classes and who took the California
Bar examination passed it on their first
attempt. In that same six-year time span, only
19.5 percent of USD law students who placed
in the bottom 30 percent of their graduating
classes passed it on their first attempt.
Other concerns were also expressed. The
Law School's Board of Visitors, composed of
distinguished judges, lawyers and other community leaders, urged the faculty to take
positive steps to reduce instances of student
unpreparedness in upper class courses and to
engage students more actively in the learning
process, both inside and outside the
classroom.
During the 1987-88 academic year, a Bar
Performance Committee, chaired by Professor
Robert Fellmeth, prepared a report and
recommendations. A separate committee, the
Special Committee on Student Performance,
co-chaired by Professor Jack Minan and me,
also worked on related issues.
In the spring of 1988, the faculty adopted
several committee proposals designed to encourage students' class preparation and increase their level of success on the California
Bar Exam.
The faculty adopted a mid-term examination experiment requiring professors to
give mid-term examinations in each course.
These examinations must be graded by professors, and, with the exception of examinations taken by first-year students in the fall
semester of their first year, the examinations
must count for some portion of the final
grade in each course. The academic calendar
was extended by a full week in each semester

so that mid-term examinations could be held
without interfering with instructional time.
In adopting the mid-term examination requirement, the faculty hoped to achieve
several objectives. First, students are encouraged to prepare their course work as the
semester progresses, rather than waiting for
the end of the semester in order to cram for
a single final examination. Mid-semester
examinations provide an opportunity to learn
whether problems exist in student comprehension of material so that such problems
can be rectified before the end of the course.
Mid-term examinations provide students with
additional examination opportunities, which
educators believe is helpful in preparing for
the Bar examination. Mid-term examinations
provide an opportunity for feedback to
students on their progress in each course and
the idiosyncrasies of their professors in
grading law school examinations.
The faculty also approved a voluntary, noncredit Bar preparation course for students in
their final year of law school. As designed,
this course reviews substantive law subjects,
performance skills and the multi-state portion
of the Bar examination. During fall 1988, this
course was implemented for students
graduating in December. Professor Christopher
Wonnell reviewed contracts and multistate
questions, Professor Charles Wiggins
reviewed constitutional law, and Assistant
Dean Kelly Salt lectured on performance
skills, multi-state exam questions and essay
writing techniques.

was undertaken In the
form of Instruction provided In the tutorlal
sessions. Instead of student lectutes on coutse
materlal, the primary focus of the
sessions shifted to exam writing."
·~fundamental change

Practice examinations were administered at
each session of the course and were graded
and returned to the students. Dean Salt provided individual counseling to students on
their performance.
The faculty also amended the Academic
Rules to provide: "Regular and punctual class
attendance is necessary to satisfy residence
and class hours requirements." The administration is called upon to provide reasonable
assistance to professors in assessing attendance.
The First-Year Instructional Program, commonly called the "Tutorial Program," came

under review in the spring of 1988. Dean Salt
conducted extensive research on tutorial programs run by other law schools and the
methods of instruction that proved most successful. In the fall of 1988, Dean Salt assumed
supervision of USD's First-Year Instructional
Program.
Tutors were solicited early and hired within
the first week of the fall semester. As a result,
tutorial sessions were able to begin by the
third week of class - a marked change from
previous years. A fundamental change was
undertaken in the form of instruction
provided in the tutorial sessions. Instead of
student lectures on course material, the
primary focus of the sessions shifted to exam
writing. To help develop students' analytical
writing skills, practice exams were given
reviewing the material covered in each
substantive law class. Tutors graded the examinations and provided feedback to
students on their answers.
The Law School curriculum, particularly in
the upperclass years, continues to be a focus
of attention. During the 1987-88 academic
year, the faculty agreed to explore the
desirability of creating various course groupings. Faculty deliberations on these groupings
ultimately could result in proposals for sequencing of courses within each group, and,
perhaps even specialization within the Juris
Doctor Program.

THE LEGAL CLINIC
The primary focus of Legal Clinic activities
is on the professional skill development of
].D. students in three areas: interpersonal
skills (interviewing, counseling, negotiation),
advocacy (oral and written persuasion), and
office practice skills (file maintenance, case
selection and control, calendar and docket
control and forms management). The clinic's
methodology focuses on representation of
clients and simulation, although there are
numerous opportunities for students in field
placements.
During the 1987-88 academic year, the Law
School operated the following "live client"
clinics:
Criminal/Juvenile. Students in this clinic
represent juvenile delinquents and adult
misdemeanants. Through an arrangement
with the juvenile court judges and administrative personnel, our students are allowed
to represent clients on a court-appointed
basis. The supervising attorneys in conjunc-

tion with the students are allowed to select
cases at an early stage in the proceedings and
to follow them through to conclusion.
During the 1987-88 academic year, 27
students were enrolled in this clinic. Each student attended a two-hour per week class that
involved intensive training in California
Criminal Procedure, including writing and
simulation exercises. In addition each student
had a field placement 14 hours per week,
either in-house representing defendants or in
a prosecuting or defending agency. There
were eight students in the in-house program,
the remainder were in placements.
Civil Clinic. A total of 20 students were
enrolled in the civil clinic throughout the
year. The students met once a week to interview new clients at the Linda Vista Family
Service Center; several days later they met
again at school as a law firm to discuss the
new cases, selecting appropriate cases for further action. They also used this opportunity
to discuss the progress of ongoing cases and
to brainstorm about possible approaches and
strategies to use. This discussion of individual
students' experiences is a fertile source of
issues relating to attorney professionalism and
ethics.
Immigration Clinic. A total of 17 students
were enrolled in the Immigration Clinic over
the course of the year. These students met
once a week at the MAAC project, a multiservice community agency in National City.
They also met regularly with the supervising
attorney to discuss current cases.
Environmental Clinic. There were nine
students involved in the Environmental Clinic
during the '87-88 academic year. This clinic
operated exclusively out of the clinic offices
at USO, representing individuals and groups
in cases involving toxic waste, land use, clean
water, etc.
Mental Health Law Clinic. Four students participated in the Mental Health Clinic. Students
interviewed, counseled and represented
clients who were experiencing difficulties
with the mental health system, particularly
those who were confined involuntarily.
Students met weekly to interview clients and
discuss cases. Many clients were interviewed
at the Community Mental Health facility in
Hillcrest.
During the 1987-88 academic year, the
clinic offered the following simulation
courses:
Lawyering Skills II. This course is required

for all USO law students and meets two
hours a week as a large section for lectures,
demonstrations and discussions. The students
also meet for two hours per week in small
sections of 14-16 with a practicing lawyer to
do performance exercises and receive
critiques.
Interviewing and Counseling. This course
uses interviews of real clients, journal writing,
intense simulation, plus analysis of audio and
videotaping. Additionally, each student interviews clients at various community agencies,
including the Senior Citizen Center, the Las
Colinas Women's Detention Facility and the
Family Service Center.
Negotiations. This is an extremely intensive
simulation course emphasizing individual
reflection and development . Students perform a number of negotiations during the
semester with their classmates, and are encouraged to learn about and develop their
own personal style.
Advanced Trial Advocacy. In this course,
students conduct weekly exercises with
videotape review as well as three practice
trials. The final trial is a jury trial, including
voir dire.
Field placements through the Legal Clinic
are of two types, those involving judicial externships and those involving placements
with governmental or non-profit agencies. In
each case, the student works under the
supervision of a lawyer or judge w ithout
compensation for an agreed upon number of
hours. In return, the student earns clinical
credits which are graded on a pass-fail basis.
As a general rule, the student may receive
one credit for every four hours per week of
work during a 14-week semester, or 56 hours
of work for each unit of credit.
Students are required to keep a journal
which they submit at the end of the semester
along with copies of their work product and
a short paper describing the experience in
terms of the skills developed, observations
about the quality of lawyer performance
observed by the student, restraints on judicial
decision-making, etc.

THE LAW LIBRARY
In August 1987, Professor Nancy Carol
Carter joined our faculty as Law Library
director. Under her energetic leadership, the
library has made significant strides to improve
its operation for the benefit of our students
and the legal community.

Under Nancy's tutelage, the Law Library
adopted its first formal mission statement, the
collection grew and improved in quality, services and outreach were expanded, significant internal reorganiz.ation and major personnel changes occurred. Work toward fully
automating the library was undertaken. Most
significantly, final planning for the new Legal
Research Center was completed and construction was begun.

"In August 1981, Professor Nancy Carol Carter
Joined our faculty as Law Library director.
Under her energetic leadership, the library has
made slgnNlcant strides to Improve Its
operation for the benefit of our students
and the legal community."
With the assistance of the Library Policy
Committee and approval of the law faculty,
the library adopted a formal mission statement and policy guidelines in December
1987. These guidelines are aiding the library
in making collection development decisions
and allocating staff and other resources.
The Law Library collection was enhanced
in quality in two ways: by the addition of
new research materials and by clearing the
shelves of obsolete and duplicative items no
longer of value to legal researchers.
During the 1987-88 fiscal year, 22,707
books and volume equivalents of microform
were purchased. Among these acquisitions
were an important collection of Congressional documents, a research collection of
Canon law materials and thousands of
volumes needed to keep all primary sets of
law materials updated.
Major weeding projects throughout the
year improved the quality of the reference,
reserve and general collections. At the end of
fiscal 1987-88, collection size reached 250,422
volumes, which is nationally considered in
the "large" category for law school libraries.
Emphasis on services to library users has
resulted in expanded hours for the
microforms and documents department, the
production of a research guide series, a complete reorganization of the periodicals collection, the decision to add additional computer
research terminals and a CD-ROM periodicals
index, streamlined acquisitions methods,
improved circulation policies and files, an
enlarged and strengthened reference department, the acquisition of four new photocopy

machines and a new microform reader-printer.
The full collection is being classified within
the Library of Congress call number system.
Statistics indicate significant increases in the
use of tl1e library and its services in 1987-88
over the prior year. Circulation of reserve
materials increased by 38 percent, computer
research use by 47 percer.t and inter-library
loan requests by 48 percent. Outreach to
library users has taken the form of a monthly
library newsletter, new acquisitions lists and
numerous articles in the school newspaper to
inform students of library services and
collections.
Reorganiz.ation has been achieved on both
the managerial side of library operations and
in the physical arrangement of the library.
Brent Bernau became associate law librarian
in September 1988. Several other staff additions have occurred, including the hiring of
an entirely new and expanded reference staff.
The managerial reorganizations have
increased productivity throughout the library
and are bringing greater economy to library
processing functions.
By far the most significant activity under
way in the Law Library is the planning and
construction of a new Legal Research Center.
Final blueprints were completed during the
1987-88 fiscal year and construction on the
Phase I addition to the existing building
began in June 1988. With the completion of
Phase I in June 1989, the entire law library
operation will be relocated to the addition so
that a full renovation of the existing library
building can occur.

"The raising of sufficient funds to ensure the
completion of the Legal Research Center
project Is a maJor objective of the Law School
administration and development team."
With the completion of this Phase II
renovation project in June 1990, the library
will move again to occupy the new Legal
Research Center. Planned as a state-of-the-art
facility, the Legal Research Center will nearly
double collection and study space and provide the electronic enhancements needed to
meet current and future technological innovations in legal research.
The raising of sufficient funds to ensure
the completion of the Legal Research Center
project is a major objective of the Law
School administration and development team.
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These fund-raising efforts will be discussed in
more detail later in this report.

STRENGTHENING OUR FACUlJY

Within the last year and a half, our faculty
has undergone a significant transformation
with the addition of seven individuals to our
permanent faculty.
Some are new to law teaching, and they
strengthen our faculty with their zest and enthusiasm. Some are experienced, and they
strengthen our faculty with their maturity
and insights from other institutions. Each is
worthy of specific mention.
Nancy Carol Carter joined our faculty in
the fall of 1987 as Law Library director and
professor of law. Nancy received her J.D.
degree from the University of Oklahoma Law
Center, where she served as an editor of the
American Indian Law Review. Nancy
received her master of library science degree
from the University of Oklahoma and has
been actively involved in library administration. She served as director of law library services at Golden Gate University School of
Law from 1975 through 1986.
Kevin Cole also joined our faculty in the
fall of 1987 as an assistant professor of law.
Kevin received his ].D. degree, magna cum
laude, from the University of Pennsylvania
Law School in 1983 and served as executive
editor of the University of Pennsylvania Law
Review. After graduation Kevin clerked for the
Honorable Harry W. Wellford, United States
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. Kevin
also served as an associate with Kohn, Savett,
Marion & Graf in Philadelphia, and was an instructor at Georgetown University Law
Center. Kevin teaches "Criminal Law,"
"Criminal Procedure" and "Evidence." He has
been an active participant in several important faculty committees.
Lynn Dallas received her] .D. degree from
Harvard Law School in 1975. Upon graduation from law school, she served for eight
years as an associate in the New York City
firm of Sullivan & Cromwell. Lynn entered
law teaching at American University in 1984
and joined our faculty as a visiting associate
professor in the fall of 1987. During her
visitorship, she accepted an invitation to join
our permanent faculty and now serves as an
associate professor of law. Lynn's subject matter expertise is corporations and securities
regulation. Recently an article authored by
Lynn entitled "Two Models of Corporate

Governance" was solicited for inclusion in a
symposium issue on corporate governance
that will be published in the University of
Michigan journal of Law Reform.
Steven Hartwell joined our permanent
faculty in the fall of 1988. Steve received his
].D. degree from the University of Southern
California in 1964 and served in the Peace
Corps in Kenya and Columbia from 1965
through 1970.
From 1970 through 1981, Steve was senior
attorney for the Legal Aid Society of San
Diego. Steve joined our faculty as an assistant
clinical professor in 1981, and was promoted
to associate clinical professor in 1983. Steve
teaches "Interviewing and Counseling,"
"Negotiations," and "Civil Clinic." Recently an
article co-authored by Steve and Adjunct Professor Sherry Hartwell was accepted for
publication in the journal of Legal Education. The article, which reports on an experimental learning study conducted at USD,
is entitled: "Teaching Law: Some Things
Socrates Didn't Think of."
Theresa (Terry) Player also joined our
permanent faculty in the fall of 1988. Terry
received her JD. degree from UCLA School
of Law in 1973 and served as a supervising
attorney for the Legal Aid Society of San
Diego from 1974 through 1979. Terry joined
our faculty as an assistant clinical professor in
1980, and was promoted to associate clinical
professor and director of clinical programs in
1983. Terry teaches 'l\.dvanced Trial Advocacy" and "Lawyering Skills II."
Michael Kelly received his ] .D. degree,
magna cum laude, in 1983 from the University of Michigan Law School where he served
as an article and administrative editor on the
Michigan Law Review. After graduation, Mike
clerked for the Honorable Daniel M. Friedman, United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit, in Washington, D.C. From
1984 to 1987 Mike was an associate in
Kirkland & Ellis in Chicago, and an associate
in Wildman, Harrold, Allen & Dixson, also in
Chicago, for 1987-88. Mike joined our faculty
as an assistant professor beginning in the fall
1988. He teaches "Contracts," "Remedies,"
and "Legislation."
Evan Tsen Lee attended the University of
San Francisco School of Law and ranked first
in his class at the end of the first year. He
transferred to Yale Law School and received
his J.D. in 1985. Upon graduation, Evan clerked for the Honorable William H. Orrick Jr.,

United States district judge for the Northern
District of California. In 1986, Evan became
an associate with the San Francisco law firm
of Cooper, White & Cooper. Evan joined our
faculty as an assistant professor beginning in
the fall of 1988. He teaches "Civil Procedure,"
"Federal Jurisdiction" and "Judicial Relations
Seminar."
Recently, negotiations were successfully
concluded to bring to our faculty a distinguished professor - Richard C. Pugh - a
foremost authority on international law and
international taxation.
Professor Pugh received his law degree in
1958 from Columbia University School of
Law, where he served on the editorial board
of the Columbia Law Review. During his
distinguished career, Professor Pugh served as
a deputy assistant attorney general in the tax
division of the United States Department of
Justice from 1966 through 1968, was a professor of law at Columbia University from
1961 through 1969, and has been a partner in
the Wall Street firm of Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen
& Hamilton since 1969. Recently, Professor
Pugh co-authored three major texts:
International Law, Cases and Materials,
Second Edition; Taxation of Transnational
Transactions 1987-88; and Taxation of
Business Enterprises 1987-88.

STRENGTHENING OUR STUDENT BODY
Applications for admission to the University of San Diego School of Law for
academic year 1988-89 increased dramatically
both in quality and quantity over the
previous year. In numbers, applications increased 41 percent for the full-time, day division program and 29 percent for the parttime evening division program. Comparative
statistics are listed below.
Program

Applications for:
1987-88 1988-89 % Increase

Day Division
2,167
(Approximately
240 students
enrolled)

3,065

41

Evening Division 276
(Approximately
80 students
enrolled)

357

29

The median undergraduate grade point
average for students entering the full-time

program in the fall of 1988 was 3.21, compared to 3 .16 for the previous year's entering
day class. The median Law School Admissions Test (LSAT) score for fall 1988 full-time
students was 3 7, which is at the 80th percentile of all LSAT takers in the nation. The
median LSAT score for the previous year's
entering day division class was 35, which was
at the 74th percentile nationally.
Law firms and other employers have come
to recognize the quality of the USD student
body and the academic programs of our institution. In the fall of 1988, more than 150
employers from 44 cities nationwide took
part in our on-campus recruiting program.
The program has more than tripled since
1984. Additionally, more than 50 employers
are expected to recruit on our campus in the
spring of 1989.

RESEARCH INSTITUTES AND CENTERS
Center for Public Interest Law
The Center, under the direction of Professor Robert Fellmeth, continues to be
actively involved in matters of concern to the
citiZens of California. Professor Fellmeth was
appointed Bar Monitor by the California Bar
Association. He has already made several
recommendations to improve the way in
which complaints against attorneys are
handled. In the latest phase of the State Bar
Discipline Monitor Project, the Center for
Public Interest Law is collaborating with Professor Steve Hartwell and his class in "Professional Responsibility." Class members are conducting a survey of San Diego area consumers who have complained about attorneys
to the State Bar. The survey is designed to
assist in determining why 80 percent of consumers who call the State Bar with facially
meritorious complaints fail to return the written complaint form to the Bar.
Through this survey, the Center hopes to
test the fairness and courtesy of Bar personnel in dealing with complainants, and to
establish a base line to demonstrate in subsequent surveys an improvement resulting from
the many discipline system reforms now being implemented.
Recently, the Center for Public Interest Law
received a major grant from the Weingart
Foundation to establish a Children's Advocacy
Institute-a project to protect the health and
safety of children from prebirth to 12 years of
age (See cover story.). During its first two
years, this project will focus on three areas:

r

(1) absentee parent households and barriers to
child care services, (2) child abuse prevention, and (3) a study of and recommendations for reform of the state agencies dealing
with child health care.
San Diego Law Center
During 1988, the San Diego Law Center
Advisory Board has been exploring a new
organizational structure. Recently, a proposal
was approved by the board and is currently
being proposed to the two sponsoring
organizations of the Law Center - the San
Diego County Bar Association and the
University of San Diego.

"Recently, the Center for Public Interest
Law received a major grant from the Weingart
Foundation ta establish a Children's Advocacy
lnstnute-a project to protect the health and
safety of children from preblrth
ta 12 years of age."
If approved, the San Diego Law Center will
be established as a California non-profit
public benefit corporation. A board of
trustees consisting of five members of the Bar
Association including the president, five
representatives from the Law School including the dean, and nine community
members, w ill be established to govern the
center. The board of trustees will have the
authority to conduct the business and affairs
of the San Diego Law Center. A majority vote
of the board will decide all matters except
that a two-thirds majority will be required for
selection of an executive director, addition of
new sponsors, change in number of trustees
and manner of selecting trustees. As founding
sponsors, the San Diego Country Bar Association and the University of San Diego will be
asked to provide economic support for the
Law Center. This proposal received the overwhelming endorsement of the law faculty
and will be considered in the near future by
the University cabinet and the University
Board of Trustees.
During the 1987-88 year, most of the programmatic activity of the San Diego Law
Center emanated from the enactment of the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
This statute created the opportunity for tens
of thousands of undocumented persons in
San Diego County to seek amnesty and to
legalize their status.
The San Diego Law Center helped coordi-

nate the community's response to the new
law. Under the leadership of the Law Center,
the San Diego Immigration Law Coalition was
formed in 1987 to coordinate and expand the
availability of needed services to assist potentially eligible applicants to comply with the
technical application procedures and eligibility requirements of the amnesty program.
Funding for the coalition - which is composed of more than 20 non-profit legal, social
service, religious and labor organizations - is
provided by the Ford and the Parker Foundations. Through the coordinated provision of
direct low-cost legalization assistance and support services for non-profit direct service providers, the coalition attempted to secure
legalization of the greatest number of eligible
applicants. The coalition also joined with immigrant advocates and service providers
throughout Southern California to develop a
collaborative outreach and education program to insure that the maximum num ber of
eligible applicants successfully made the transition from temporary to permanent status.
To secure this objective, an outreach task
force was created .
The San Diego Law Center also established
the San Diego Legalization Appeals Project to
provide and coordinate the provision of competent low-cost or free representation to individuals whose applications for legal status
have been denied. The Immigration Reform
and Control Act establishes a single level of
administrative appellate review and allows
judicial review only in conjunction with a
deportation proceeding.

"Under the leadership of the I.aw Center,
the San Diego Immigration I.aw Coalition was
formed In 1981 ta caan/lnate and expand the
availability of needed services ta assist
potentially ellglble applicants ta comply with
the technical application procedures and
ellglblltty requirements of the amnesty program."
Recently, the San Diego Law Center
entered into a contract with the City of San
Diego to perform an Environmental Court
Project. This project, which began Jan. 1,
1989, analyzes data from the Building Inspection Department, Zoning Administration and
the City Attorney's Code Enforcement Unit.
Through this project, an Alternative
Dispute Resolution Hearing Officer will be
added to the city's code enforcement staff

and an Environmental Court will be created
to hear government-initiated criminal and
civil actions in the area of municipal and land
use law. This project will begin with a sixmonth research and development period,
followed by a 12-month demonstration and
implementation component.

LAW SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT: UPDATE ON THE
LEGAL RESEARCH CENTER r.AMPAIGN

Eleven years ago I served as acting dean of
this Law School. At that time, we were engaged in a $300,000 fund-raising campaign to
build a new moot court room on the third
floor of More Hall. At that time, that fundraising campaign was the largest in the
history of this Law School. Needless to say,
we have come a long way. Now in the midst
of a $6.2 million campaign to fund construction of the Legal Research Center, we have
raised $3.3 million toward our goal.

"Ta succeed In our $6.2 mil/Ian campaign, we
need ta call upon and receive the support of
the trustees of this University, major
foundations, alumni of this Law Schaal, the
legal community at San Diego, and other
friends of the Institution."
Our fund-raising progress has been matched by our construction progress. As reported
earlier, construction on the addition to our
existing law library building began in June
1988. Assuming our fund-raising efforts continue to be successful, we will begin construction of the second phase of the project
in June 1989.
To succeed in our $6.2 million campaign,
we need to call upon and receive the support
of the trustees of this University, major foundations, alumni of this Law School, the legal
community of San Diego, and other friends
of the institution. Thus far, all segments have
responded with enthusiasm. For example,
Josiah L. Neeper, managing partner of San
Diego's largest law firm and one of the most
widely respected attorneys in San Diego,
serves as chair of the Legal Research Center
campaign. For 20 years, Joe taught labor law
as an adjunct professor at USD. We are
delighted that he was willing to assume this
new leadership role for us.
The more significant gifts to this project include a $750,000 matching grant by the
James Irvine Foundation. I am pleased to

report that during the past year, we have met
that challenge. Two trustees of this University
have already made significant gifts to the
Legal Research Center campaign. Additionally,
the largest gift ever made to this University
by a graduate of the institution was made to
the Legal Research Center campaign by a law
school alumnus and his family, in memory of
his father.
I am pleased to report that the Legal
Research Center campaign has resulted in the
broadening of the base of alumni financial
support for the School of Law. Some 35 percent of alumni contacted to date have made
pledges to the project. This level of participation is outstanding at this early stage. Some
1,300 individuals, including faculty, staff,
parents of current and past students, and a
large group of friends, have participated
generously. Over 8450,000 has been pledged
by these individuals.
The law firms in San Diego have been
called upon to support the Legal Research
Center which will benefit not only our law
students but the San Diego legal community
as well. To date, six major firms have made
pledges ranging from $15,000 to more than
$50,000.
The University of San Diego is a very good
law school. With adequate financial support
from our University, alumni, legal community
and friends, we can become a truly
distinguished law school. The Legal Research
Center campaign is the first step in this move.
The need for an improved library is critical
and obvious to anyone who has ever visited
our facility. I am delighted by the outpouring
of support, and I will continue to call upon
all of you to assist us in achieving success for
this project.
Respectfully submitted,

Grant H. Morris
Acting Dean

Law Center files lawsuit
alleging INS harassment
'·

By Jacqueline Genovese

What started out as dream come true
for Jose Perez has turn ed into a
nightmare.
Perez was ecstatic three months ago
when his application passed the fi rst
stage of the Immigration an cl Naturalization Service's (INS) amnesty program for
Seasonal Agricultural Workers. After his
application was deemed " non-frivolous," Perez received an I-688A card
that allowed him to travel unencu mbered between Mexico and the
United States where he worked in orange
groves to support his family of six living south o f the border.
But a bo rder agent confiscated Perez's
magical card when he tried to return to
the U.S. from Mexico last month. Accusing him of fraud , the agent seized Perez's
card, thus depriving him of the opportunity to provide for his family.
The situation is a hypothetical one,
but according to the San Diego hlli11igration Law Coalition, hundreds of real life
Perezs have been illegally harassed and
stripped of their I-688A cards by border
patrol agents.
At a Nov. 30 press conference at USD's
Law School, attorneys Carol Ro goff
Hallstrom, coordinator of the San Diego
Immigration Law Coalition and San
Diego Law Center program director, and
Betty Wheeler, legal director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of San
Diego and Imperial Counties, announced the filing of a class actio n lawsuit
against the INS in the United States
District Court for the Southern District
o f California.
The suit challenges as unlawful certain
INS po licies a nd practices w hich deny
the s tatutory rights of I-688A card
holders to work in the U.S. and travel
freely from the U.S. to Mexico and back.
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According to Hallstrom, border agents
are guilty of harassment, making threats
of exclusion, deportation and fines and
conducting unlawful investigative procedures.
Wheeler added that agents told one
family their child - born in the United
States - would be taken from them.
"We sought first to seek modifications
through negotiations," Hallstrom said.
"We wrote to Senator Cranston who in
turn wrote to Alan C. Nelson, commissioner of the INS, expressing concern
over these matters." Lack of response
from the INS led Hallstrom to believe
that there is "internal conflict regarding
the amnesty po licy at the INS.''
Unable to come to a negotiated settlement with the INS, the Coali tion whose members include the American
Friends Service Committee, Catholic
Community Services., USD's Law
School, the Jewish Community Relations Council an d o thers - sought
assistance from the ACLU, California
Rural Legal Assistance and the California
Rural Legal Assistance Foundation in filing the lawsuit.
Wheeler said the lawsuit "seeks a
court order requiring the defe ndants to
restore the rights the plaintiffs have been
deprived of by these improper actions.
Specificall y, the suit asks the cou rt to enjoin immigration officers who encounter
persons ho lding I-688A cards at the
border from interrogating them in regard
to the appearance of their SAW applications and to refrain from initiating exclusion proceedings or threatening to do so.
"The lawsuit," she continued, "also
asks the court to order the INS to vacate
all the actio ns it has taken against the
plaintiffs and other people in similar
situa ti ons. We will be seeki ng a

r
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prelimin ary injunction as weUas a court
order certifying this case as a class action."
(Results of the Jan. 23 hearing o n the
injunction were unavailable at press
time.)

Former dean Krantz
happi to return to
Alcala Park
Former Law School Dean Sheldon
Krantz has returned to Alcala Park for the
spring semester and is "excited to be
back in the classroom,'' where he will
teach "Criminal Procedure" and "Problems of the Current Legal Syste m ."
During the fall semester, Krantz, who
resigned as dean in May, enjoyed a
semester sabbatical as a visiting scholar
in UCSD's political science department,
where he worked on a book about the
legal profession. Research for his work
- scheduled for publication in May '89
by Oxford Press - involved more than
500 hours o f interviewing individuals
from all areas of the legal profession.
Krantz, chair elect of the Criminal
Justice Division of the American Bar
Association, also passed the California
Bar exam which he took in June. It had
been 26 years since he had taken the
Nebraska Bar and, although the California exam wasn't as bad as he had anticipated, Krantz admits he now has a
be tter unders tandi n g o f w hat his
students go th rough . " I now have even
more respect fo r the students w ho survive this process,'' he says.
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From Kansas wheatfields
to Southern California

beaches
By Jacqueline Genovese

Visiting
Professor DelaTorre
enjoys change
of scenery

/

How does a small town kid from Kansas - away from ho me for the first time
- adapt to life in the hallowed halls o f
Harvard Law School?
"It was a little hard at first," admits
Phillip DeLaTorre, visiting law professor
fro m the University of Kansas.
But that's not surprising. DeLaTorre
had seen the ocean but o nce before arriving in Cambridge. And even Italian
food was a d elicious mystery still to be
discovered.
About the latte r, he remembers, "In
Cambridge, I was introduced to ethnic
neighborhoods and ethnic food. It was
wonderful, especially the Italian food ,"
he says laughing.
It was w hile attending Harvard that
DeLaTorre's own teaching philosophy
was formed. Two of his p rofessors
brought a stimulating enthusiasm to the
classroom that made those classes his
favorites.
The boyish-looking professor didn't
forget the value o f that lesson. He strives
to bring a similar enthusiasm to his own
classes. And according to his students,
past a nd present, it is that very e n-

thusiasm that makes DeLaTo rre such a
good professor.
Actuall y, there doesn't seem to be
muc h that DeLaTorre isn't enthusiastic
about. Or happy about.
The reason behind that rosy o utlook
pe rhaps is expressed best by the words
DeLaTo rre uses to describe his father.
"He knows what he is about, and likes
what he is about, he is self-confident and
self-conte nt. He is happy with what life
has given him."
De LaTo rre's fathe r, a b lue-colla r
worker with a h igh -school education, is
looked upon as a community leader. "To
head the c hurc h bazaar, o rganize the
local fiesta, or to Start up Little League,
people always looked to my fat her,"
DeLaTo rre explains.
His fat her's example led DeLaforre to
law school. "It was the one way - given
my talents, my style - that I thought I
could contribute the most," he says.
De LaTo r re d ec ided to pu rs u e a
teaching career after practicing law for
two years. "I liked practicing, but I didn't
like the setting I was in ," he says. "Most
of our clients were corporatio ns, and I

didn't feel I was making the contribution
I wanted to make."
O n the o the r hand, " I loved teaching
from the very beginning," he laughs.
DeLaTo rre's brow n eyes light up and his
speec h quickens as he explains his
teaching approach. "My sole missio n is
to break the mate rial down so students
can unde rstand it, learn it and use it. I
get excited when my students begin to
understand and I see that it is working."
It is indicative o f DeLaTorre's happiness with teaching that w hen asked
about his worst o r most frustrating experience, he answers sheepishly, "I really
can't think of any."
The histo ry buff credits a happy family
life with his ability to handle the ups and
downs o f teaching. Married fo r seven
years to a fellow University o f Kansas
graduate, DeLaTorre and his wife Pat have
two sons: Edward, four, and Danny, two.
"Whe n Edward was born, it added a
whole new perspective to my life. My
priorities c hanged," says the proud
father. ''Things that happened during the
day d idn't bother me because I knew at
the end of the day I was going to go
ho me and play w ith my son ."
DeLaTorre's dedication to his family is
one reason he has "thoroughly e njoyed"
San Diego. "San Diego has so many
fan1ily-oriented things to do. We've been
to Sea World, the Zoo, Pt. Loma and the
Wild Animal Park," he notes.
But that family dedication also is why
the DeLaTorres have decided to return
to the University o f Kansas at the end o f
the academic year, rathe r than pursue a
permanent position at USO.
"My experie nce at USO has been absolutely perfect. Everyone here students, fellow faculty, suppo rt staff, the
people in Ho us ing and Human
Resources - everyon e has been
wonderful. But," he continues, "we want
o ur child re n to be near the ir gra ndparen ts. And we both e njoy li ving in a
small town."
The basketball aficio nado believes the
most important thing in life is "to contribute - to you r community, your
churc h, other people. I think it's important to give something back."
DeLaTo rre certainly scores well on
that scale at USO.

Law Library construction noisy but welcome

Construction of the Law Sc hool
Library is proceeding right on schedule
according to Nancy Caner, law library
director and pro fessor.
"The walls have been completed, the
roof is on and the exte rior stairways are
being built ," s he reported in midDecember. The skyligh t and windows
were scheduled to be comple ted by the
end o f January.
Work on the interior of the addition
is proceeding rapidly and should meet
the projected May comple tio n date.
"The project is noisy,'' Carter says, "but
the students are good sports and tolerate
the noise well."
The completio n o f the th ree-story,
five-level addition will more than double the library's square footage. IV!ore

than 200 computer-ready study carrels
w ith electrical outlets and indi vidual
study lights will be installed. There also
wi ll be n ew lig hting a nd furniture
designed fo r libraries, six seminar/group
study rooms and o ffice space for the Law
School's research centers now housed in
Guadalupe Hall.
In Phase 11 of the library construction
- still on the drawing board until the
necessary funds are raised - the interior
of the existing building wi ll be
renovated. That means the library - in
its entirety - w ill move into the additio n until the renovation is complete.
Carter admits that cramped quarters will
''make it a difficult year, but it w ill be
worth it for the ultimate goal o f getting
the building renovated."

Motions outmaneuvers
Harvard, places second
in national contest
The Law School's student newspaper,
Motions, won second prize for general
excellence in a national contest sponsored by the American Bar Association
(ABA).
Competing against schools with a
similar numbe r of students, Motions
finished behind the Hastings Law News,
but ahead of the Harvard Law Record
in the competition, which was based on
issues produced during 1987-88. Starr
Lee served as Motions editor last year.
Motions staff members won three individual awards. Chapman Gonzalez tied
for first place for his feature article on the
"Immigration Clinic: Students Smoothing Borders." Lee won second place for
her editorial, "Public Demands Opie for
President."
Gary Fielder won third place for his
editorial cartoon depicting Coac h
Reagan sending Kennedy, his third man,
to bat after his first two players, Bork and
Ginsberg, struc k out

Writers needed for new publication
The Law School's newest publication,
the Journal of Contemporary Legal
Issues, is in the midst o f its second successful year.
The fall 1989 issue o f the Journal will
emphasize various alte rnative dispute
resolution me thods. The journal will be
accepting articles for the fall issue until
May 15.

A one-year subscription to the]ournal
is $20; a two-year subscriptio n $38.
Anyone interested in either submitting
an article or subscribing to the Journal
should contact Tricia Bailey at 260-4600,
ext 4343.
Starr Lee

Distinguished visitors
return to classroom;
join students, faculty
for day in November
Elaine Alexander (above) and Louis
M. Brown (below) join student discussion groups at a ''Professional Responsibility" seminar taught try professors
Steve Hartwell and Paul Wohlmuth.
Alexander, director of Appellate
Defenders, Inc. of San Diego, and
Brown, practitioner andfaculty member
at the University ofSoutbern California
Law Center, joined some 30 other
members oftbe Board of Visitors for Nov.
11 '.s annual campus day visit.
Members spent the morning attending
classes, meeting with groups ofstudents
and administrators, and participating
infaculty committee meetings.
The visitors joined faculty members
for lunch. Their day ended with a session in which the visitors reported on the
day's activities and presented acting
Dean Grant Morris with several new
recommendations.

First year students
gain insights through
Alumni Advisor program
This year's Alumni Advisor program
got off to a festive start on Nov. 30 as
about 120 alumni and students mingled
at a reception held in the University
Center.
Sponsored by the Law Alumni
Association , th e Alumni Advisor
Program is in its seventh year of
providing first-year USD law students
with mentors in the legal field who
advise them on such things as course
selection, realities of legal practice and
the future of law.
Local practitioners, judges and law
alumni now in business are paired with
first-year students according to the area
o f student inte rest and geograp hic
location.
Mo re alumni participants are always
needed and welcome. For more information, contact Tammy Muir at (619)
260-4692.

The class of '78 adecade later

~·

Pratt to star at
March 18th annual
''Pullin' on the Writs''
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By Cbarles Hruatin

Novembe r 's Michae l Mo hr Go lf
To urnament o nce again bro ug h t
together students, alumni and faculty for
an annual day of leisure that also raises
badl y needed mo ney for emergency
student loans.
The 13th annual tournament, played
Nov. 4, drew 92 golfers w ho competed
for trophies and special tee and door
prizes. The winners were:
1st Michael Brown '78
2nd Mike Zybala '77
3rd Jim D/\ngelo '83
First Flight

1st Chris Workman
2nd Lew Muller '77
3rd Mike Burke
Second Flight

The Law Alumni Associati o n has
selected San Diego City Councilman Wes
Pratt '79 as the recipient o f its 1988
Distinguished Alumnus Award.
The award, which w ill be presented
March 18 at the annual alumni dinner
dance-"Puttin' o n the Writs"- honors
an individual fo r outstanding service to
the legal community, the community in
ge ne ral , and the USO Law School
community.
A product of Springfield, Mo., Pratt
graduated cum laude from Drury
College with a bachelo r's degree in
history and political science. He was
named "Outstanding Senior Man" in
1973 fo r his nu merous academic,
community, ath letic and political
activities.
Pratt earned his law degree from USD
in 1979 and has served in California
government at the state, city and county
levels. He has worked for Assemblyman
Pe te r R. Chacon and fo r the s tate
attorney general. Most recently, Pratt
served as chief of staff for Leon Williams
at the San Diego County Boa rd of
Supervisors until Pratt's e lection in
Nove mbe r of 1987 as counc il
representative for the Fourth District.
The father of three lists reading,
basketball and working w ith young
people as a few of his interests. He is a
member of Big Brothers of America,
Inc., and a supporter of the Boy Scouts.
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Tourney enjoys 13th successful year

Championship Flight

Wes Pratt

~

1st Dave Seeley
2nd Barry Wallace
3rd Lynn Muller
Third Flight

1st Paul Boland
2nd Lisa Lewallen
3rd Chris Wonnell
Fourth Flight

1st Lori Ferovick
2nd David Hall
3rd Tim Gawron
The tourney was instituted in 1976 in
the memory o f Michael Mohr, a law
student who was killed in a plane crash
dur ing sp ring break of that year.

Tournament p roceeds are donated to
the Michael Mohr Memorial Fund w hich
provides emergency no-interest loans to
third-year students with a demonstrated
need.
Lew Muller '77, fou nder o f the golf
tournament and good friend of the late
Mohr, said Mohr decided to leave his
home state of New York to attend USD's
Law School because his parents had a
home in Palm Springs.
Muller met Mohr during Mo hr's first
year o f law school. Sharing a mutual
fanat ic ism fo r the boxing ant ics of
Muhammed Ali, they went to all of the
closed circuit broadcasts o f Ali's fights.
Bad weather canceled most flights to
Palm Sp rings duri ng spring break o f
1976, so Mohr chartered a plane .to visit
his parents. His plane encountered bad
weather during the light, crashing in the
mountains and killing Mo hr.
Because Mohr was a so metimes golfer,
his buddies o rga ni zed a s mall golf
tournament at Tecolo te Golf Course.
Later they moved the tournament to a
full-size course.
Moh r's father was touched by the
action and vowed to match what the
group raised in the ini tial tournament.
The first effort netted 83,000.
The original concept was to provide
a permanent memo rial in the form of a
judge's bench fo r the Moot Courtroom.
After this was accomplished , the fund
was continued in order to help third-year
students with financial need through nointerest loans. Funds raised from this
year's tournament also will go to the Law
School's intramural program.
Next year's tourney is set for Nov. 3.

Toumc1ment organizers Lew Muller (left) '77 and Mike Zybulc1 (right) '77 flank a surprised golfe1:

~

'63 Judge Victor Bianchini received a special
recognition award from the
San Diego Trial Law yers
Association.

Dave Edson is with the
litigation group of the corporate law department of
the Chevron Corp . in San
Francisco.

'64 Bob Baxley recen tly
was elected to the San
Diego County Bar Associatio n's board of directors fo r
1989.

Webster " Buzz" Kinnaird
was selected as the 1989
secretary of the San Diego
County Bar Association's
board of directars.

'7 0 G. Ronald Feenberg,
a partner in the Panorama
City, Calif., firm of Rose,
Klein & Marias, was elected
treasurer o f the California
Applicant's Attorneys Association fo r 1988-89.

Michael Meany was elected
to serve o n the board of
directors of the Legal Aid
Society.

'71 judge Michael Harris
recently received a special
recognition award for personal sacrifice from the San
Diego Trial Lawyers Association.
Charles Roseman recently
was appointed by the San
Diego County Bar Associatio n board of direcrors to
the Legal Aid Society's
board of direc to rs .

'7 3

Victor Ramirez will
serve as presiding judge of
North County Municipal
Court fo r 1989. Ramirez has
been o n the bench since his
appointment in 1979.

'74

David S. Casey Jr. , a
part ner in the San Diego
firm of Casey, Gerry ,
Casey, Westbrook, Reed
and Hughes, recent ly
received a special recognition awa rd fo r personal
sacrifice from the San Diego
Trial Lawyers Association.

..

George G. Strongjr. , a partner in the li tigation consulting services unit of Price
Water house in Century
City, Calif., recently was
elected president of the
Harvard Business School
Associatio n of Southern
California.

'7 5

San Diego attorney
Steven R. Dento n received
a special recognition award
fo r personal sacrifice from
the San Diego Trial Lawyers
Association.

A. j o hn Murphy Jr. will
serve as the 1988- 1989
vice-chair of the Business
Law Section of the California State Bar . The Business
Law Section is the largest
section of the State Bar with
more than 8,000 members.
Arlene Prater is now an
associate with Jennings,
Engstrand & Henrickso n
after serving for 11 years as
deputy county counsel in
San Diego.

'7 6 Christine Koch Goldsmith and Jan Goldsmith
announce the birth of their
thi rd c hild and first
daughter, Jennife r Michelle,
born Jul y 5, 1988. Jan
recently was elected tO the
Poway City Council for a
four-year term. Sons Brett,
eight, and Sco tt , five ,
marched with their fat her
in the Poway Days Parade
with Jan 's campaign float.
John M. Thompson was
named to the San Diego
Municipal Court bench. He
is the fo urth generatio n of
his family to be appointed
to the local jud icia ry.
Thompson's fathe r is U.S.
Distri c t J ud ge Gordon
Tho mpson Jr. and his uncle
is Dav id R. Thompson,
who is serving as a 9th Circuit Court of Appeals judge.

'77 Phillip S. Aurbach,
whose p ractice focuses on
commercial litigation, real
estate, bankruptcy and personal injury cases, rece ntly
merged his Las Vegas firm
with Marquis & Haney to

fo rm Marquis, Haney &
Au rbach. Aurbach has written the following publications fo r Nevada lawyers:
" Life Aft er judge men t,
What You Can Do Next (Or
What You Should Have
Done First)" (NTLA 1985);
and "Unlawful Detainer in
Nevada, The Art of Evicting
Your Tenant" (Clark County Bar Communique 1988).
Christine Bologna is general counsel to the Public Employment Relations
Board in Sacramento , Calif.

'7 8 Andrew Holcombe
repo rts that he is back
working at Legal Services of
No rthern California, Chico
office, w here he started as
a VISTA volunteer 10 years
ago.
Partner Eric A. Sisco with
the law firm of Morgan,
Lewis & Bocki us, h as
relocated from the firm 's
Washington, D.C., office to
its Los Angeles office .
Sisco's p rac tice cente rs
around labor and state labor
laws and ERISA, EEO and
wro ngful d isc harge litigation.

'79 San Diego City Councilman Wes Pratt recently
was selected to receive the
1988 " Distinguished Law
Alumnus" award by the
USO Law Alumni assoc iation Board of Directors.
(See separate story.)
Maria Arroyo-Tabin recently received the jus tice
Departmen t award for
o uts tanding acco mplis hments in her work. Maria
rece iv ed the award in
recognition of her work o n
t h e p rosecut io n o f a
98-defendant North County cocaine case in w hich
ring leaders pleaded guilty
to engaging in a continuing
criminal enterprise.

'80 Kris Ikejiri , who
spent six years as a trial attorney at the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
two years as an associate at
Olsson, Frank & Weeda in

Washingtan, D.C. , is now
the vice president-general
counsel of international
trade of the American Meat
Institu te, a O.C.-based trade
associatio n representing the
meat industry.
Mark Parker was a delegate
to the Republican convention in New O rleans.

'81 Garris Leisten gave
birth to her first child,
David Michael Avram , o n
Father's Day, 1988 . She is
an assistant district attorney
in Queens County, New
York City. Her husband,
David Gregory, is the Kenneth Wang Research Professor o f Law at St. Jo hn 's
University School of Law.
Mart y Steele recen tly
m oved to Columbus, Ga .,
w here he is working with
the Columbus Astros of the
Houston Astros' o rganizatio n.

'82 Stephen R. Bartol has
left the Orange, Calif. , firm
of Casello, Cone & Kassel,
and has joined the Anaheim
office of FaRano and
Kieviet. Bartol's practice
will be in the area of general
li tigation .
After practicing for three
years as a deputy district attorney in Colorado, Mark
Davis became a special
agent o f the FBI and has
worked fo r the past three
years o n the East Coast. He
reports that he is having a
great time, but misses the
Southe rn California ambiance.
Annette Farnaes-Lindgren,
a master of comparative law
student from Denmark,
returned to the U.S . o n a
permanent basis with her
two children, passed the
Califo rnia Bar Exam in
1987, and now is an
assoc iate w ith Lo rbe r ,
Grady, Farley & Volk at
the ir Ranc ho Bernardo
office.
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Mark Milett spent his summer vacation in " J eopardy." Mark reports that
he tried out for the game
show in June '88 and arrived in California for the taping on August 2. He won
two shows, and carried
away Sl 6,201 and a color
TV before losing to "a
charming 4-foot-10-inch tall
attorney from Maryland. "
1 ne shows were aired Oct.
18-20.
Daniel Trigoboff and his
wife are thrilled to announce the birth of their
son, Jacob Adam, on July
30, 1988. They recently
moved to San Francisco,
w here Dan is senior writer
a t the San Francisco
Recorder.

Vickie E. Turner reports
that she has received an offer to join the partnership
of the law firm of Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps.
Turner joined the law firm
in 1982 and has been a
member of their litigation
department.

I
Natalie Hoey has rejoined
the San Diego firm of Post,
Kirby, Noonan & Sweat.
Master's in taxation candidate Klaus Mau has a
private practice in Beverly
Hills where he specializes in
federal and state tax administrative proceedings
(audi ts, collection and
criminal).

'8 5 Vincent M. Coscino is
associated with the San
Diego law firm of Shenas,
Shaw & Spievak, where he
continues to be invo lved
with real estate litigation
and secu red creditor
representation in s tate,
federal and bankruptcy
cou rts.
Thomas Dominick and his
wife, Lauri, of Redlands,
Calif., announce the birth
of their son, Ryan Thomas,
on Nov. 17, 1988. Tom
continues to practice in
business litigation and probate with Fullerton &
Lemann in San Bernardino.
Linda Maramba relocated
from the Washington, D.C.,
office of Jones, Day, Reavis
& Pogue to the firm's Los
Angeles office, where she
cont inues to practice
government contracts law.
Mark Schwa rtz joined the
firm o f Stutz, Gallagher &
Artiano in San Diego.

'83 John A. Hunt went to
China in October to represent the United States in
China's first international
hot air balloon competition. Hunt must have been
pulling the right strings
since the U.S . finished first ,
with China second and
France third.

Dickran Semerdjian is now
an associate with Post, Kirb y, Noonan & Sweat of San
Diego.

'84

'86

Formerly with the Orange
County Defender's Office,
David A. Winkle recently
joined the firm of Cotkin,
Collins & Franscell.

Martha 0. Anderson
left Dorazio, Barnhorst &
Bonar to litigate for San
Diego Trust & Savings
Bank.

Craig Clark Jr. has
joined McClellan & Associates in San Diego, where
he specializes in plaintiff
products liability law.

Stephen Doyle was n amed
vice president of Pardee
Construction Company in
San Diego.

Anne Whitfield recently
opened her own office in
Scottsdale, Ariz., where she
practices primarily personal

a

injury and domestic relations law.

'87 Julie Ann Leeds has
been appointed to the positi on o f depu ty pu blic
defender II w it h the Los
Angeles County Public
Defender 's Office .
Marc Sands recently joined
the real estate department
of the San Diego firm of
Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye.
Dorothy E. Vittitoe currently clerks for New Mexico Supreme Court Justice
Harry E. Stowers. She married Paul Ripley on Aug. 20,
1988.

'88 Dale Amato is an
associate at the San Diego
firm o f Lorber, Grady,
Farley & Volk.
G. Stuart Ewy, after passing
the July 1988 Bar exam, informs us that he has decided against the practice of
Jaw, and has started his
own business selling maps
to the ho mes of the stars in
Hollywood!
Roger Haerr is practicing
general litigation at Luce,
Forward, Hamilton and
Scripps in San Diego.
Michael McCabe recently
joined the firm of Ault,
Deuprey, Jones, Danielsen
& Gorman in San Diego.
Katherine Nakamura has
been invited to join the
volunteer board o f directors for the Union of Pan
Asian Communities, an
agency dedicated to improving the general welfare
and education o f Pan Asians
in San Diego County.
Nakamura continu es to
work in USD's University
Relations division as director of prospect research.
W . Richard Sintek joined
the San Diego fir m o f Hinchy, Witte, Wood, Anderson & Hodges.
Sh elly Wheatley and her
husband, Roger Bingham,
are proud to announce the
birth of their daughter,
Amanda Cherie, on Oct. 27.
They currently reside in
San Diego.

Students explore
ups and downs of
judicial clerkship
The Office of Career Planning and Placement sponsored a judicial clerkship informational panel for
students in November.
Several USO law alum ni
participated in the panel,
designed to encourage students to pursue the valuable
experience of a judicial
clerkship.
Participants on the panel
included Judge Judith N.
Keep '70, U.S. District Court;
Judge Howard B. Weiner,
Court of Appeals, Fourth Appellate District; Alan C.
Douglas, supervising research
attorney for the San Diego
Superior Court; and Howard
Wayne '70, of the Judicial
Clerkship Committee.
The Office o f Career Planning and Placement offers
services to students, alumni
and firms, and encourages inte rested parties to contact
the m at (619) 260-4529.

About the
Advocate
Advocate is published by the

Office of Development and
Alumni Relations, School of
Law.

Editor:
John Sutherland
Assistant Editor:
Jacqueline Genovese
Contributo rs to this issue
include:
Charles Hrvatin
Barbara Mendelson
Elizabeth Straube Schiff
Tammy Muir
Photography by:
Ken Jacques '78
Barbara Mendelson
News and photographs for
possible use in future
issues may be submitted by
readers. Please address correspondence to Advocate,
USD School of Law, Alcala
Park, San Diego, CA 92110.
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Full.'.fime Faculty

Professor H UG H FRIED MAN was
moderator of a panel on " Politics,
Privacy and the Press" at California
Western School of Law in May. He
moderated the San Diego County Bar
Association's panel on "Business Transactions" in June.
Friedman recently completed a twomonth visit to Japan where he lectured
throughout the country on such topics
as "Mergers m1d Acquisitions in the U.S.,"
" International Business Transactions,"
and " U.S. Regulation of Insider Trading,"
at the invitation of the Kyo to Comparative Law Center, the Japanese Institute of International Business Law, the
Commercial Law I nstitute of Japan and
the U.S. and Tokyo Chambers of
Commerce.
In October, Friedman participated as
a member of the California Commission
on Corporate Governance, Securities
Transactions and Shareholder Rights, in
a series of programs o n corporate governance at Harvard's John F. Kennedy
School of Government.
In November he again served as
master o f ceremonies and quiz master of
the Super Quiz fo r the San Diego County High Schools' annual Academic
Decathlon. He has been performing in
this capacity since the first Academic
Decathlon.
Friedman just completed revisions to
his two-volume treatise, California Practice Guide: Co1porations, w hich will update the work to include the many
developments in corporate, tax and
securities law that occurred during 1988.
Publication of the new (fifth) edition is
expec ted in early 1989. The treatise is
w idely used by p ractitioners, :ind has
been cited by the California Courts in recent opinions.
For the fifth year in a row, Friedman
accepted an invitation from the Business
Law Section of the San Diego County
Bar Association to once again be the
speaker at its annual January meeting, to
present a review of the past year 's
development in business law.

Professor DWAN V. " LOU " KERIG
presented "Selected Significant Points on
Courtroom Evidence" at December's
1988 Criminal Law Seminar presented
by the State Bar of Nevada.

, , ., ~
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women and men. They found in their
study that assertive women negotiated
as successfully as men even tho ugh the
women preferred a cooperative style of
negotiating.
Professor LARRY ALEXANDER has
articles forthcoming in the Southern
California an d Northwestern Law
Reuiews and in Constitutional Commentary He moderated che Associacion of
American Law Schools' Constitutional
Law section's panel in New Orleans in
Januar y, and w ill moderate a section of
the American Philosophi cal Associatio n 's Pacific Division meeting in
Oakland. Alexander also will give papers
at Northwestern Law School and at a
conference in San Diego.

Professor RA LPH FO LSOM has
p ublished an article in the Trademark
Reporter proposing a model survey for
testing genericness in trademark litigation. Co-authored by Professor Teply of
Creighton, the proposal has generated
substantial controversy and two reply articles within three months of its publication. Folsom also has published, with coauthors Michael Gordon and Andy
Spanogle, a Nutshell of International
Business Transactions fo r West
Publishing Co. The book complemen ts
the authors' problem-oriented West
coursebook by the same name. West
reports that the coursebook was used in
74 schools during 1987-1988, a doubling
of the usage in the prio r year.

Associate Professor STEVEN HARTWE LL presented a paper entitled
" Women Negotiating: Assertiveness ~md
Relatedness;' at the Conference of the
Organization of Communication,
Language and Gender on Oct. 7. The
paper, co-authored by Dr. Roger Pace of
USD's department o f commu nication
studies, and Renata Hutak, a recent
graduate of USD Law School, reported
on their empirical findings comparing
the negotiation styles and successes of

Professor JOE DARBY served as
moderator of a panel on " International
Law and Legal Education" as part of the
California State Bar's first International
Law Weekend, held on Nov. 18 and 19
in San Francisco.

Professor D ON WECKSTEIN spoke in
August to the Cali fo rnia State Bar Lawyer
Referral Committe on "Unauthorized
Practice of Law." In September, Weckstein spoke to the North Coast B'nai
Brith Chapter on "Why are Lawyers so
Unpopular and What Can We do About
It?" In November, Weckstein was the

cipal speaker at the American Inns of
Court, Welsh Chapter, San Diego, on
"Reconciling Duties of Candor and Confidentiality." Also in November, Weckstein was the c hairman an d moderato r
o f the "Critical Collective Bargaining
Issues" for the 1990s session o f the
American Arbitration Association Arbritration Day in Coronado.

Perspective-U.S., Mexico and Japan" in
December. He also is organizing the SMU
Law School Multi-State Labor and
Employment Law Seminar to be
presented in Dallas in April. Morris' article entitled "Concerted Activity for
Mutual Aid o r Protectio n Under the
NLRA-A Glimpse at a General Theory,"
h as been accepted for publication in
next spring's University of Pennsylvania

Law Review.

Adjunct Faculty
Adj unct Professor LARRY SCHULTZ
also spoke on "Wrongful Termination"
and received the Gavel Award for contributions to Labor/Management
Arbitration.

Professor LAURA BEREND represented the USD Legal Clinic in May at the
American Association of Law Schools
Clinic Conference in Bloomington, Ind.
In June, Berend assisted in the coordination of a USO/Criminal Defense Bar
Association-sponso red se minar in
misdemeanor practice at USD. Be rend
also has served as a judge p ro tern in the
juvenile division o f San Diego Superior
Court.
As chair of the State Bar Commission
on Corrections, Berend conducted
meetings and the commission examined
the facilities in Stockton, San Luis Obispo
and Pleasanton and commented to th e
State Bar o n legislation pending in the
corrections area.
Along with Professor TOM PENFIELD, Berend supervised Scott Rubel,
a third-year law student w ho successfully argued a writ based on a pretrial motion denied in Municipal Court. The student who originally conducted the trial,
Randy Bookout, successfully argued the
appeal while awaiting Bar results last
year. Now a lawyer, Bookout presented
the new proceedings before the
Superior Court this summer.

Visiting Faculty
Visiting Professor CHARLES MORRIS,
professor of law at Southern Methodist
University since 1966, taught " Labo r
Law I" and "Constitutional Law I" at
USD during the fall. In the spring of 1987,
Morris taught '~dminist rati ve Law" and
"Labor Law II."
Morris participated in a SDSU-sponsored seminar on "Employment Law for
Border Businesses, The Tri-National

Adj unct Professor RICHARD HUFFMAN was recently given the "Trial Judge
of the Year" award by the San Diego Trial
Lawyers Association. He also is scheduled to teach a course in February 1989
on "Criminal Trials" at the California
Continuing Judicial Studies Program in
Oakland. In add ition, h.e has been
selected as moderator of a CEB program
on criminal law during the same month.
Adjunct Professor GARTH GARTRELL
of Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps
will write a book for West Publishing on
"Employee Benefits, Pension Plans and
Employment Law." It's due out in the fall
of 1990.
On December 1, HARVEY R. LEVINE
became president of the California Trial
Lawyers Association (CTLA).
Levine will be the first San Diegan to
serve as president of CTLA. He will be
taking over the p residency at a critical
time fo r the image o f trial lawyers in
California.
Levine worked extensively this past
election year on the insurance rate
regulation initiatives. As CTLA president,
he will assume responsibility and focus
efforts to educate the public in relation
to the vital "preventio n o f injury"
characteristics of tort law and the important function of tort lawyers in reducing
and preventing injuries.
Levine also completed an advanced
level series on maximizing damages for
the Rutter Grou p. The program emp hasized a synthesis of damages law, insurance law and trial techniques.

Staff
BARBARA MENDELSON, director of
the annual fund and alumni program-

ming fo r the School of Law, recently
completed her MBA s tu dies, and
graduated magna c um Iaude in January
fro m National University's School o f
Management and Business.

In memoriam
USD's law school community lost a
beloved friend last year.
Laura Auerbach, wife of visiting law
Professor Carl Auerbach, died this past
summer.
A native of New York, Aue rbac h
earned a bachelor's degree in jo urnalism
from Columbia University in 1939. She
then moved to 'Washington, D.C., w here
she edited the Treasury Department's
H ome/rant journal, which supported
the war bond d rive.
The Auerbachs married in 1940 and
remained in Washington, D.C., until
1947, when Carl Auerbach accepted a
position at the University of Wisconsin
Law School. The couple lived in
Wisconsin for the next 14 years and
raised their two children, Linda and Eric.
When the Auerbachs moved to
Minnesota in 1961, Laura resumed her
work in the writing and political arenas.
She worked for the the n mayor o f
Minneapolis, Arthur Naftalin, and the
governor, We ndell Anderson. She also
authored a book on the the history of
the Democratic Farmer/Laborer party.
When the Auerbachs came to USD in
1985, Laura generously volunteered her
time and talent to edit the Advocate for
two years.

The jury's out; you can
help decide the verdict

Elections for the 1989 Board of Directors of the Law Alumni
Association now are under way. The Law Alumni Association
sponsors educational, social and fund-raising programs which
benefit the Law School community.
Please vote for six (6) of the nominees listed below. Results of the
election will bepublished in the summer Advocate. The new board
will assume responsibility for the Alumni Association in March.
I wou ld like to
utilize my experience as a board member
to continue to expand the Al u mni
Association's service to the Law School.
My foremost goals are to assist current
studen ts and to encourage a b road base
of alumni participation.

Roger H eat on '81

Thomas C. H oward '85

I am inter-

ested in serving o n the bo ard to help
st re ng th en th e bonds between all
alumni . A stro ng and active Alumni
Association enhances the reputation of
the Law Sch ool by enco u raging
interaction w ith current fac ulty and
students, with potential students and
with o ther influential members of the
legal and b usiness community. Ifelected,
I would devote my efforts to help the
Alumn i Associatio n grow through
greater participation among all alumni.
Mary H owell '76

I have been an active
fund-raise r for Kiwanis and for child
abuse prevention groups. 1 feel that my
experience would benefit the Alumni
Association as it continues its majo r
fund-raising effort to support current
construction and renovatio n of the Legal
Research Center (Law Library).
I have served on the
Alumni Board for two years as treasurer.
I have enjoyed my service, and hope to
continue to strengthen our commitment
to the service of our law alumni and

Sheryl King '86

current students. I am very active in the
community, and have served on many
community boards. Thus, I understand
the commitment involved and look
forward to furt her service with a great
group of people on the Alumni Board.
Randall Magnuson '79

As a member
of the Board of Directo rs fo r the past five
years and vice president fo r the last two
years, I have enjoyed working with and
o n behalf of a great group. If re-elected ,
I will continue to implement social and
educational programs which would be
of interest to both alumni and students.
I am
interested in becoming a member o f the
board in order to give something back
to USO. I ho pe to continue to open
lines of communication between the
legal community and the law school
community. 1 hope my participatio n can
help current law students to have access
to those currently in practice, through
a va r iety of social and ed ucatio na l
p rograms. I also hope to help make
available to the legal community the
resources of the .USO Law School and
the energies of those within the Law
School community.

Eileen Mulligan Marks '85

quality of education at USO, but the
quality of students entering Law School
as well. I would like to continue to serve
on d1e Alumni Board to fu rther our work
with alumni and students.
Virginia Black '88 As a recent graduate, memories o f my experience at USO
are still fresh. My ideas fo r improved
interaction between alumni and students
evolve from my law school experiences.
I am fortunate to be working in the San
Diego area for the United States Justice
Department ; this job gives me a
somewhat different perspective fro m
those alumni w ho have entered private
practice - as well as allowing me the
hours to devote to helping improve the
growing reputation of the Law School.

Please check six (6) nom inees.
D Roger Heaton '81

Randy Magnuson '79
Thom as Howard '85
Eileen Mulligan Marks '85
Mary Howell '76
Kelly Salt '85
Sheryl King '86
D Virginia Black '88

D
D
D
D
D
D

Voters year of graduation.____
Instructio ns for mailing:
Please remove this entire page from
your Advocate. Letterfold the page so
that the USO Alwnni Office address
appears on the outside. Please staple,
stamp and mail.

I am currently working
as assistant dean of students for USD Law
School. A strong and active Alumni
Associatio n can improve not only the

Kelly Salt '85

If you are interested in participating in any alumni programs, please
fill in your name and area of interest below:

Attention, alumni! Help us help you.

Moving? If you are moving, just tell us where and we'll make sure your USD mail continues to reach you.
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone (.- - - .- - - - - - - -- - -- - Class_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fir •.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~

New Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ____ State_ _ _ _ _ ___ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Keep in Touch If you'd like your fellow alumni to know w hat you're doing, please w rite a brief (and legible) statement for the Class
Action section of the next Advocate. If you have a recent photo of yourself, send that along too.

.- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Name._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ Telephone C
Class_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Fir
New Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ __ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Place
Stamp
Here

Alumni Office
School of Law
University of San Diego
Alcala ?ark
San Diego, CA 92110
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Law Alumni Board o f Directors Elections
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Law Alumni President's Reception

Law Alumni Class Reunio ns-Cocktail Parties
Annual Law Alumni Dinner Dance,
"Puttin' o n the Writs"
Ho nors San Diego City Councilman
H. Wes Pratt '79
1988 Distinguished Alumnus

May

23

Alumni Night at the San Diego Padres vs.
New Yo rk Me ts
Skybox Dirmer Party
Contact Roger Heato n '81 at (619) 232-0777

September

1-4

Class of '79
LO-Year Reunion

Nader, O'Connell clash during historic debate

Consumer aclit•ist Ralpb Nader a11c/.feffrey 0 'Connell - tbe so-called of 11ojau// insurance - traded uerbal blows Sept. 18 i11 t/Je fi rst public fom111 in
California to examine all fil'e auto insurance i11itiati1•es tbal appeared 0 11 t/Je Nou. 8 ballot.
Tbe debate. sponsored by tbe Lau • Sc/100/ and !be San Diego Law Review, drew a capacity cmu•d to Camino Tbeatre.
Altbougb Proposition 103 u•as approFed by l'Olers. its fate is yet to be c/etermi11ed by tbe state courts.

Puttin' on the Writs
Saturday, March 18
Cocktails 7 p. m. , Dinner 8 p. m.
USD University Center
Honored guest: San Diego City Councilman ~s Pratt '79
Distinguished Alumnus of The li?ar
Please call 260-4692 for more information.
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